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Introduction 
 Last Rites is a collectible 2 to 4 player card game where the focus of battle is 
to destroy your enemies and collect tokens.  
  
Use your army of characters to blockade your Totem and protect it from enemy fire. 
Use item cards, spells, weapons and story cards to sway the balance of power in battle 
and gain advantages over your opponent. 
 
Players can use both light and dark cards in play, however, beware that your opponent 
doesn’t get the upper hand over your forces. 
 
Power up your heroes with Stamina to attack and move around freely on the field. 

 
Backstory: The game is set in the fictional land of Mur (insert image) where the 

balance of power between light and dark forces reigns heavily over all factions. The 
balance of power is swaying ever more against your favour, you must pick a hero to 

fight behind and win back power to restore peace to your kingdom. 
 

Game Objectives 
The basic game objective is to collect Death Tokens (through successfully defeating 

your opponent’s character cards) and to fully remove health from the opponents 
Hero Tower. By completing one or the other, a player may win the game. 
 
Ultimately this game is about friendly competition, communication and fun.   
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What's in the Beginners Pack? 
 1 Game Mat, 
 2 Playable Decks, (Complete with all 54 Cards in the set) 
 2 Hero Towers, 
 2 Dice, 
 8 Light/Dark Tokens, 
 14 Health Tokens, 
 14 Stamina Tokens, 
 16 Death Tokens. 
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Card Types and Explanations 

Character Cards  

(70)  Health Indicator: Total Health a 

Character has – This health is FULL upon 

Placement onto the field). 
 

(50) Stamina Indicator: Stamina is used to 
launch Attacks and movement across the field. 
Stamina is empty upon movement onto the field 
from the Players hand and can be charged 
through the Dice Roll at the start of every 
turn. 
 

(Dark/Light) Affiliation/Type Indicator: Most 

cards have two default types – light and dark 

– these types allow for status bonuses 
affected primarily by story cards that can be 

placed onto the mat by either player. 
 
(Character) Card Type Indicator: Character cards are playable cards that can be 
placed onto the field. Characters can launch attacks, move across the field and 
defend the Hero. 
 

Text: Illustrates backstory and any possible Ability held by the card. 
 

Attack 20(+) Attack Indicator: illustrates the total base damage of this individual 

card. Damage can be increased through the dice roll – Attacks also have a possibility 
of being missed. 
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(1/54) Set Number: This card belongs in placement 1 in your collection folder. There 
are 54 total cards in this set to collect. 
 

(New Dawn) Set Indicator: Any card with this text belongs to the New Dawn set. 
Each set has unique cards belonging to a certain era or area in the Last Rites story. 
 

(1) Rarity Indicator: Rarities are indicated between 1 and 5, 5 being the 
rarest. More information can be found on this in this manual. 

Item Cards  

(Call for Aid) Card Name: Indicates Potential 
Use, It generally gives hints to the purpose of 
the item. 
 

(Item) Card Type Indicator: Items can be used 
to draw cards, apply damage, heal characters 
and much more. Look at the text below to see 
how to use this card. This is a one use card, 
discard after use. 
 

Text: the text here indicates how this card 
should be played, in this example  
 

“Search for a character in your Deck and 
place that card into your Hand. You may play 

this card as normal.” 
 

This item card allows you to search for and find a character card that may be useful 
to play onto the field. You may play this card this turn regardless of whether or not 
you’ve already played a character card this turn.  
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Movement Cards   

(Direct Strike) Card Name: Indicates Potential 
Use, it generally gives hints to the purpose of 
the card. 
 

(Movement) Card Type Indicator: Movement 
spells are used to move cards on the field or 
to launch attacks while ignoring lane laws. 
Some Movement cards may allow direct 
attacks to the Hero. This is a one use card, 
discard after use. 
 

Text: the text here indicates how this card 
should be played, in this example:  
 

 

 

“This card allows one active Character the ability to attack your Opponents Hero 

directly.  Discard after use.” 
 
This card lets a character make a normally ‘illegal’ move. The player may make one 
attack directly at the Hero. Discard this card into the Void after use.  
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Story Cards   

(Dark Betrayal) Card Name: Indicates 
Potential Use, it generally gives hints to the 
purpose of the card. 
 

(Dark/Light) Affiliation/Type Indicator:  

 Dark cards generally boost the stats of 
Dark cards and negatively affect Light Cards 
on the field. 

 Light cards generally boost the stats of 
Light cards and negatively affect Dark Cards 
on the field. 
 

(Story) Card Type Indicator: Story cards can 
give advantages through stat increases, 
extra damage or healing bonuses which take 
effect at the start of each turn. The 

effects of this card type are only active while this card remains on the field. This 
card remains on the field until it is replaced or removed. 
 
Text: the text here indicates how this card should be played and what stats are to be 
affected by its placement, in this example  
 
“Once per turn you may deal an extra 50 damage to one of your opponents’ active 

light Characters” 
 
As the text states, once per turn deal damage to one light character as long as this 
card is in play. 
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Spell Cards   

(Recoil) Card Name: Indicates Potential Use, 
it generally gives hints to the purpose of the 
card. 
 

(Spell Card) Card Type Indicator: Spell cards 
are used to attach weapons or shield to the 
Hero, they may also have unique effects 
that aid in gameplay. This is a one use card, 
discard after use. 
 

Text: the text here indicates how this card 
should be played, in this example  
 
“Attach this spell to one of your active 
Characters. When this card is attacked, recoil 
using your Attack. Discard after use” 

 
This card helps Characters in the attack or defense position apply recoil damage 
after receiving an attack from the opponent. This is a strategic card and must be 
discarded after it is activated in play. 

Components Overview 

Death Tokens 

  

1 Token represents 1 Death 
 
Collect 1 Token upon successfully damaging and 
killing 1 of your opponent’s cards.  
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Place this token in the Hero slot. 
 
Depending on the House rules, play type (PVP or Team VS Team) and timescale of the 
game you may use these tokens to activate your Hero Power. You must fill the slot 
with the required number of Tokens to use this power. A typical Game requires 8 
Tokens, however, shorter Games can use any number from 1 – 8 as long as this is 
agreed upon by both Players. This Power aims 200 points of Damage at the enemy 
Hero – winning the Game. 

Hero (Hero Tower) 
  

This item symbolizes your Total life Points. It is the main objective 
of the Game to protect this Hero/Tower. It has a max health of 
200 points. 

 

Health Counters   

Use these counters to keep track of 
Damage taken.  
Remove tokens from a card when it is 
healed. 
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Stamina Counters   

Use these counters to keep track of 
the Stamina you’ve accumulated and 
added to specific cards. 

 
Remove these counters from any given 
card if a move is used or if Stamina is 
removed by a spell or through other 

means. 

Light/Dark Indicators 
  

Place these indicators on top of 
affected cards. If a player uses a spell 
or a story to change the affiliation of 
their cards, then these tokens are used 
to help keep note of this change. 

Dice 
  

Dice are primarily used to calculate additional damage, hit or 
miss (during attack) and any defensive rolls that may 
negate damage from attacks.  
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How to Play (PVP) 
What you need to Play 

 1 Game Mat, 
 2 Players, 
 2 Playable Decks,  
 2 Hero Towers, 
 2 Dice, 
 8 Death Tokens (per player), 

 8 Light/Dark Tokens, 
 14 Health Tokens, 
 14 Stamina Tokens. 

 

The Hero (Hero Tower) and Hero Power 
As explained in the item description your Hero represents your total life points and 
must be protected by your playable Character cards in order to prevent a loss.  
 
The Hero has a total of 200 points of Health, if full damage is taken by either player 
then that player loses the Game.  
 
It is possible to charge up your Hero using Death Tokens in order to activate the Hero 
Power. This attack launches 200 points of damage at the opponents’ Hero, winning 
you the Game. The number of tokens necessary for this depends on the pre agreed 
game length before setting up the mat. This can be anywhere from 1 – 8 Tokens.  
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The Playing Mat 
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Lanes  
There are 4 lanes on the mat (per player), divided into two separate parts.  

 Part 1 holds lanes 1 and 2 and is coloured purple, 
 Part 2 holds lanes 3 and 4 and is coloured blue. 

 
Only 1 attack or movement per Part is permissible during each turn.  

 Only one of your Defense or Attack cards may attack (per Part), OR you can 
switch their placement once per turn.  

 This equals 2 attacks per turn, 1 from each Part. 
 
The purpose of these lanes is to provide strategic advantage to different 
placements of cards.  
 
Lanes work in a forward motion, this prevents diagonal attacks (across the board from 

Part 1 to Part 2) 

 Part 1 (purple) can only attack the direct opposite side, this being Part 2 

(blue) and, 

 Part 2 (blue) can only attack the direct opposite side, this being Part 1 

(purple) 
 
Cards in the defense position can protect the hero from damage due to their 
placement, however, cards in the attack position cannot do this. Make sure to defend 
your hero! Your opponent can directly attack your hero IF your defense position is 
NOT filled with a Card.  

 

Attack Position (Lane 1 and 4) 
The attack position on your field sits within lanes 1 and 4, this position is for directing 
attacks to your opponents (defense position cards may attack also). Cards in the 
attack position cannot defend the Hero, if the defense slot is left open then direct 
attacks by your opponent can be launched to your Hero. 
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Cards placed in the attack position gain an additional 10+ damage (as indicated by the 

sword and 10+ symbol underneath the slot). 
 
Cards in the attack position cannot launch a defensive recoil (unlike cards in the 

defense position). 

 

Defense Position (Lane 2 and 3) 
The defense position sits in lanes 2 and 3 of the playing mat – this position is indicated 

by the words ‘defense position’ and by a shield with 50+ shown. 
 
Placing cards in this slot gives the Character a 50+ increase to health and the ability 
to block oncoming attacks. Cards in the defense position can protect the hero from 
damage due to their placement, however, cards in the attack position cannot do this. 
Make sure to defend your hero! Your opponent can directly attack your hero IF your 
defense position is NOT filled with a Card.  
 
Upon a successful attack from your opponent to one of your cards in the defense 
position, roll a single dice to launch your defense. This defensive move protects your 
active card from damage. 

Below are the defensive roll outcomes: (roll one dice only) 
ROLL A 1 ROLL A 2 ROLL A 3 ROLL A 4 ROLL A 5 ROLL A 6 
Block  

(-10 
damage) 

 

Failed 

Block 

Block  

(-20 
damage) 

 

Failed 

Block 

(Deal 10 
additional 
damage to 
your own 
defending 
Character) 

Block 

(-30 
damage) 

 

Block  

(-50 
damage) 
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Diagonal Attacking (Illegal Move) 
It is important to note that Diagonal attacks are illegal (unless a movement card is 

used to permit it). Only attacks to the direct opposite side of the field are legal (as 

shown below). 
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Stamina 
Stamina is a magical resource used to both move and attack on the field of play. The 
stamina indicator located on the top right of each Character Card will show you the 
necessary Stamina needed to use any attacks or to make any movements.  
 

 
 

Full Stamina is needed in order to successfully execute these attacks – for instance: 
the Character above has a Stamina capacity of 70, therefore 70 Stamina points must 
be accumulated through the Dice Roll (at the start of each turn) and added to that 
card in order for attacks to be used.  
 
Upon the successful launch of an attack remove Stamina from the card to the total 
number of ‘moves’ used.  

 
1 Attack or Movement = 1 Move 

1 Move = the total Stamina capacity of the card (our example being 70 points). 
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The Stamina Roll 

The Stamina roll at the beginning of every turn helps each player to gain and add 
Stamina points to their cards.  
 
Two dice must be thrown to begin your turn: (the possible results of this roll can be 

seen below) 
 

A roll of 2 = 20 points, A roll of 3 = 30 points 

A roll of 4 = 40 points, A roll of 5 = 50 points 

A roll of 6 = 60 points, A roll of 7 = 70 points 

A roll of 8 = 80 points, A roll of 9 = 90 points 

A roll of 10 = 100 points, A roll of 11 = 110 points 

A roll of 12 = 120 points 
 

WHAT if? 

What if I have leftover Stamina after applying it to my cards? 
 
You may either apply additional Stamina to your cards (charging up for two or more 

moves) OR you may keep this by your side and apply it in your next turn. 
 

House Rules 

If an even number is rolled in either the attack roll or defense roll, you may roll again 
(only once – even if an even number is rolled again).  
 
Add together the total of those two roles and apply this number as Attack Damage or 
Defensive Blocking to your character cards. 
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Setting up 

Before play both players must select 50 cards to constitute the entirety of their 
Deck. This Deck forms your army and will be played against the opponents. 

  
 Tips for Deck building: Select an assortment of Characters and Support cards to 
make up your army – then look for item cards that will support these Characters in 

play. Once you are sure your deck is functional, add in some extra cards. Cards such as: 
movement cards, story cards and other strategic cards are necessary for securing 

power on the field – these cards will help you gain advantages (in example: 

destroying opponents’ weapons, dealing extra damage, healing troops). 
 

To set up the board the player must do the following: (images will accompany these 

descriptions for ease of use). 

 Players place their Decks (face down) into the Deck slot, 
 The Hero is then placed in the Hero Slot, 
 The death token slot must be filled with either, 4, 6 or 8 tokens (these numbers 

must be matched by both players). The number you place will determine the 

length of any given game (4 being shorter and 8 being anywhere from 30 

minutes to an hour).  
 

First Two Turns 

Once both players have set up their field roll to see who goes first.  
 

Whoever rolls the highest number will play first. 
 

The starting player then draws 5 cards into their hand from their Deck (without 

showing the opponent). 
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It is now possible for that player to begin adding cards from their hand onto the field. 
 

Place playable cards from your hand onto the field.  
 1 Character can be placed per turn. (General rule is one card, per type, per 

turn) 
 

Neither player can power up these cards in anyway until both players have completed 
their first turns. 

 
Once the first player has set up their field, the second player may do the same and 
end their turn without powering up their cards in anyway. 
 
After these first two turns, each player will be able to use cards from their hand to 
power up and attack opposing Characters.  

 
(IMAGE) 

 

Normal Turns 

1. Roll for Stamina at the Start of the Turn (Apply this at any point during your 

turn),  
 

Before each turn players will roll dice to generate Stamina Gain. Each dice 
represents 10s (so 1 = 10, 2 = 20, 3 = 30, 4 = 40, 5 = 50, etc). Add these two 

numbers together and apply this as Stamina to your cards. 
 

STAMINA IS NECESSARY FOR LAUNCHING ATTACKS. 
 
2. Draw 1 Card (from your Deck into your Hand), This rule should be followed 
every turn in order to keep your hand full of usable cards.   
 
3. Place playable cards from your hand onto the field, 
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The player MAY place – the following – each turn: 
 1 playable Character Card, 
 1 Item (unless a special item, or spell is used to increase this number), 
 1 Spell, 
 1 Movement Card, 
 1 Story Card.  

 
GENERALLY FOLLOW THE RULE OF 1 CARD, PER TYPE, EACH TURN.  

 
4. Make any Available Moves,  
  
this includes using spells, items, movement cards, story cards, attacking your opponent, 
moving on the field. (If you have no available moves to take you may forfeit a turn 

at this point if you wish), 
 
5. Deal any Damage, collect any Tokens, consider any Story Card Abilities before 
you end your turn, 
 
6. End your turn. 

 
Your turn ends automatically when, either: 

 All possible attacks have been used (2 Attacks per turn), 

 OR, no attacks are available to be used and all cards (that can be placed and 

used) have been placed and used this turn. 
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Attacking 

In order to attack, first you must look at the damage indicator (shown on the bottom 

right of each Character card) there will be a number and a (+). This feature is 
significant as it tells you how to increase your attack through the dice rolling 
mechanic.  
 

 Chose the attack you wish to use, 
 Choose a Character to apply this damage to, 
 Roll your dice to see whether the attack hits or misses, 
 If there is a damage increase on the number you rolled, then add on any extra 

damage to your total attack power, 
 If your opponents’ card is in the Defense position, let them roll to defend 

themselves, 
 Once you know the outcome apply your final damage to your opponent. 
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 All attacks must be rolled to indicate whether a successful or missed attack is 
launched. 

 Attacks with a (+) indicator can have damage increased through the dice 
rolling mechanic.  

 
For example: A player chooses to use the attack of their Character ‘Mez’Ziark’. 

This attack is called Vissal Storm and has a damage indicator of 40(+).  
 

1 dice is rolled to calculate hit or miss, and then any extra damage is added.  
This means that upon rolling 1 dice the player can ADD the damage of the roll (if a hit 

is achieved) to the standard attack damage stated on the card.  
 

STANDARD DAMAGE INDICATOR 

40(+) 

DICE ROLL (+ADDITIONAL)  

 A single Dice is rolled  
 The Roll lands on 3 
 Based on the Dice Roll rules, a 3 = a hit.  
 A roll of 3 also adds an additional +10 damage to the standard attack 

damage indicated on the card.  

TOTAL 

40 Standard (Indicated) + 10 (DR) Extra = 50 Total Damage 

 

This mechanic creates a percentage change of hitting. 

Below are the attacking roll outcomes: (roll one dice only) 

ROLL A 1 ROLL A 2 ROLL A 3 ROLL A 4 ROLL A 5 ROLL A 6 
HIT 

 

MISS HIT  

(+10) 

MISS  

(Deal 10 
damage to 
your own 
attacking 

Character) 

HIT  

(+20) 

HIT  

(+30) 
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Winning 

A player can win the game by, either: 
 Dealing full damage to the opponents Hero (200), 
 Collecting all Death Tokens and using your Hero Power to direct 200 points of 

damage to your opponent’s Hero, 

 The Game doesn’t end before the timer does (20, 30 OR 60 minutes – 

depending on preference) – if this is the case then the player with the most 
Death Tokens collected wins.  

 
(IMAGE) 
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How to Play (Team VS Team) 
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Roll Outcomes (All on one Page) 

Stamina Roll (Start of Turn) 

A roll of 2 = 20 points, A roll of 3 = 30 points 

A roll of 4 = 40 points, A roll of 5 = 50 points 

A roll of 6 = 60 points, A roll of 7 = 70 points 

A roll of 8 = 80 points, A roll of 9 = 90 points 

A roll of 10 = 100 points, A roll of 11 = 110 points 

A roll of 12 = 120 points 

Below are the attacking roll outcomes: (roll one dice only) 

ROLL A 1 ROLL A 2 ROLL A 3 ROLL A 4 ROLL A 5 ROLL A 6 
HIT 

 

MISS HIT  

(+10) 

MISS  

(Deal 10 
damage to 
your own 
attacking 

Character) 

HIT  

(+20) 

HIT  

(+30) 

 

Below are the defensive roll outcomes: (roll one dice only) 

ROLL A 1 ROLL A 2 ROLL A 3 ROLL A 4 ROLL A 5 ROLL A 6 
Block  

(-10 
damage) 

 

Failed 

Block 

Block  

(-20 
damage) 

 

Failed 

Block 

(Deal 10 
additional 
damage to 
your own 
defending 
Character) 

Block 

(-30 
damage) 

 

Block  

(-50 
damage) 
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How to Play (Overview) 

1. Roll for Stamina at the Start of the Turn (Apply this at any point during your 

turn), 
2. Draw 1 Card, 
3. Play any Cards you can from your Hand onto the Field (If you choose to), 

4. Make any Available Moves (You may forfeit a turn at this point if you wish), 
5. Deal any Damage, collect any Tokens, consider any Story Card Abilities before 

you end your turn, 
6. End your turn. 

Playing Rules: 
 Generally, for the placement of cards, follow the rule of - 1 card, per type, 

each turn,  
 You may use 2 moves per turn (this accounts for both attacks and movements), 

 Stamina must be placed – in full – onto a card in order for moves to be used, 

 Roll for each Attack (hit or miss, and then add additional damage), 
 Roll for Defense if Cards are placed in the Defense Position, 
 Diagonal attacks are illegal (unless a movement card is used to permit it). Only 

attacks to the direct opposite side of the field are legal (Part 1 Attacking 

Part 2, and Part 2 Attacking Part 1), 
 Items and spells are destroyed immediately after use and must be placed in the 

Void. 
 If any Character Card reaches max Damage, this constitutes a Death, the 

attacking player may collect 1 Death Token, 
 All Dead Characters should be placed into the Void, alongside any used or spent 

Cards, 
 If 200 points of Damage are taken by a Hero then the opposing player (with 

less Damage) wins. 
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Fairness 

 It is important to vocalise your actions to the other player as you are doing 
them – this prevents cheating, 

 If the other play asks to see the card you are placing onto the field, you must 
show them – this creates fairness and consistency and stops players from lying 
about the spell or item being used. 
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